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Abstract—F2C (fog-to-cloud) enables service providers to rent the low-cost cloud/fog resources to publish their services, and the fog

nodes, which are deployed at the edge, can provide short-latency service to users. However, new security threats come along with this

new computing paradigm, where the access control and trusted payment are concerned in this work. We propose a privacy-preserving

authentication scheme. By integrating k-times anonymous authentication (k-TAA) and attribute-based access control, in our proposed

scheme, service providers can autonomously determine a fine-grained access policy and the maximal access times for authorized

users. Thus, users who satisfy the access policy can receive benefits of this service for certain number of times without leaking any

private information. Our authentication phase has a low latency because it is offloaded to the fog as what the service does. This paper

presents a lightweight and trusted billing mechanism using Merkle Hash Tree (MHT), which can detect the cloud’s service forgery with

high probability, without costing too much of service provider’s bandwidth and computation. Rigorous security analysis proves that the

proposed scheme is secure against malicious users, fogs, and cloud, and the experimental results show the significant performance

advantage on both the delay reduction and service providers’ cost saving.

Index Terms—Fog-to-cloud architecture, attribute-based access control, privacy preserving authentication, merkle-hash tree
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH fast advances in cloud computing technologies
[1], it is forseeable that there will be an explosive

demand of various service outsourcing paradigms in the
near future. The concept of service outsourcing is popular
due to the technical demand of service functionality virtual-
ization [2] and the relief of clients’ burden from facility
maintenance with a low-cost payment according to pay-as-
you-use style [3]. In this service paradigm, service providers
rent the cloud server to outsource their services to the public
users, and thus no need to worry about the complicated
infrastructure allocation and management [4]. Among
the services to be outsourced, latency-sensitive ones and
location-based ones (e.g., vehicular service, advertisement
delivery, online games) have drawn vast attention from a
large number of researchers and practitioners. However, a
centralized cloud architecture cannot undertake these out-
sourced services due to its unbearable transmission delay.
Fog computing [5] (or named edge computing [6]) has been
proposed as a supplement to cloud computing by offering a
mobility-support, location-aware and low-latency platform.

The Fog-to-Cloud (F2C) architecture is further studied to
integrate their advantages [7], whose access control issue
has attracted many attentions. Yi et al. [8] have raised the
challenges on how to enforce access control with these fog
nodes in their survey, but have not proposed relevant mech-
anisms. It becomes a problem on how to make full use of the
real-time processing brought in by the fogs, and preserve
the security features as well [9].

This paper studies a service outsourcing system based on
F2C architecture, where the resource-limited service pro-
viders (SP) outsource their services to the cloud, and the
cloud selects some fog nodes to undertake the actual serv-
ices. The cloud, as a powerful platform, masters the detailed
distribution of each fog node, thus, a more feasible fog selec-
tion strategy can be made by the cloud, rather than SPs
themselves, so as to obtain better economic utility according
to contract theory [10]. Therefore, F2C shows its significant
advantage, as a service outsourcing paradigm, over exisit-
ing paradigms. Through this architecture, traditional cloud
providers will be empowered to extend their reach closer to
the edge, and at the same time fog devices will be able to
offer more capacities than currently envisioned [7].

However, this compelling paradigm comes with its
inherent security concerns, including the realization of
access control and trusted payment. Obviously, as a com-
mercial service platform, the cloud and fog providers can-
not be fully trusted (semi-trust), meaning that, they may
pretend to obey the contract for their reputation, but try to
enlarge their benefits if the cheating behavior will not be
discovered. Since the services are practically served by the
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semi-trust platforms or enterprises, traditional access con-
trol mechanism cannot work. In a pay-as-you-use billing
model, an SP should not pay for the services to unautho-
rized users. Therefore, a big challenge comes to us: how to
make sure that every account paid by SPs is really a service
for authorized users?

For the above issues, authentications based on Ker-
beros protocol [11] or public key infrastructure (PKI) [12]
can be treated as the simple solutions, whereas, the for-
mer brings in complex interactions between SPs and
users, and the latter cannot protect users’ privacy. Since
the fogs, the clouds, and most service providers are com-
mercial enterprises, it becomes a serious concern that
they will collect and reveal users’ private information for
their benefits. Thus, the protection of user’s private infor-
mation, including identity and attributes, should also be
taken into account.

The work presented in this paper aims at proposing a
fine-grained and anonymous access control scheme (based
on Attribute-based Encryption to be discussed in Section 2)
for the service outsourcing system, with a trusted billing
mechanism. However, how to bound the number of access
times for each authorized user is also an important issue
needed to be addressed in outsourced services. In most
practical systems, the number of service access times should
be bounded for some good reasons: 1) most applications in
our consideration are with bounded times, e.g., coupons; 2)
Services with unlimited number of times do not suit pay-as-
you-use model, since SPs undertake the payments, and it
will inevitably lead to collusion attacks between fogs/cloud
and users.

By integrating k-times anonymous authentication (k-TAA),
proposed by Teranishi et al. [13] and attribute-based access
control mechanisms, in this paper, we propose a secure ser-
vice outsourcing scheme. In our scheme, SPs can autono-
mously determine access policy and themaximal access times
for those authorized users. The service and verifications of
authorized users are both allocated to fog nodes such that
real-time property is ensured. On the one hand, unauthorized
access or unbounded authentications can be detected or
traced by the fogs and trusted third parties. On the other
hand, the verifier, without the system’s secret parameters, can
only judgewhether an access is authorized, but additional pri-
vate information, e.g., the user’s detailed attribute set and
identity, will be protected. Moreover, considering the con-
straints of SPs’ communication and computing resource, a
lightweight and trust billing mechanism is proposed to resist
cloud’s forgeries: With the utilization of merkle hash tree, SP
only needs to receive and verify a very small amount of serv-
ices, but still can prevent cloud from forging the service
amount due to the utility concern of the cloud in the detection
phase. The main contributions of this work are summarized
as follows:

1) To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first
one that proposes fine-grained access control for out-
sourced service. With the combination of attributed-
based signature (ABS) and k-TAA, the service pro-
viders can autonomously determine which users to
be served and the maximal number of times of ser-
vice. The unsatisfied service request should be

denied. Otherwise, the fog or cloud will not receive
any payment from this service.

2) Using non-interactive authentication, we propose an
effective and trusted payment mechanism. This
mechanism efficiently outsources the verification
procedure and the services.

3) Through the implementation of merkle hash tree, the
payment interaction can proceed without consuming
much of SP’s communication and computation cost,
but still prevents the cloud’s cheating behavior effec-
tively. A quantified analysis is presented in this
paper to discuss this tradeoff between performance
and security.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
briefly discusses the related work. Then we introduce neces-
sary preliminaries in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the
system and security model. Detailed construction is pre-
sented in Section 5. Then, the security analysis and the
experimental results are shown in Sections 6 and 7, respec-
tively. Finally, in Section 8, we conclude this paper.

2 RELATED WORKS

In the area of computing outsourcing, security issues have
been extensively studied by lots of researchers. Among
these researches, the notion of secure/verifiable computing,
e.g., [14], [15], [16], makes the cloud or fog return a desired
computed result, but leaking as least privacy to these enti-
ties as possible. From the privacy perspective, clients’ access
pattern is also concerned in this area [17], [18], which helps
a client to get required data, but the storage provider has no
knowledge on which data block has been requested. Access
control is another critical issue in this area, since the envi-
ronment of semi-trust providers makes it more difficult to
resolve. Faced with storage applications, attribute-based
encryption (ABE) [19] provides a fine-grained access mecha-
nism, such as [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]. Since the access con-
trol is realized based on user’s own decryption capability,
only the user whose attribute set satisfies a designed policy
can decrypt the data. However, this method is not suitable
for the case when service objects are not data (e.g., naviga-
tion, recommendation system, commodity coupons).

To address this issue, the technique of attribute-based sig-
nature and anonymous credential (AC) provides relevant sol-
utions. ABS [25], [26] provides fine-grained access control for
such authentication system. A user in ABS signs a message to
prove his/her attributes satisfy an access policy, but without
revealing the identity. Our work follows the idea of Maji
et al.’s work [25] rather than Li et al.’s [26], as the algorithm in
the latter one is an encryption-based one. Anonymous Cre-
dential [27] also provides similar techniques. With such cre-
dential, a prover can convince the verifier that he/she is
permitted to access a service, but without leaking any other
secrets in the credential, especially the user’s identity. Com-
paredwithABS, AC lacks enough expression of the attributes
for practical usage; but it has its own advantage, and themost
attractive one is that a private range assertion is realized
based on zero knowledge proof. Some attribute-based
encryption schemes, such as [22], also take it into account.

However users’ service accesses cannot be bounded and
accounted with ABS algorithm alone. Thus it does not suit
the pay-as-you-use billing model of service outsourcing
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paradigms. Teranishi et al. [13] proposed k-times anony-
mous authentication that addresses unbounded-accessing
problem. In k-TAA, the provider can arbitrarily determine
the maximum number of times an individual user can
authenticate anonymously. An authenticationwith exceeded
number of attempts will be detected, or even be traced.
Nguyen et al. [28] propose a k-TAA scheme supporting user
dynamic granting and revocation. Au et al. further improved
the unlinkability protection in [29], whereas the interactive
messages are enlarged.

Yuen et al. [4] first combined the ideas of attribute-based
with k-TAA, and provided a scheme, where the authorized
user can anonymously prove that his/her attributes satisfy
an access policy within bounded times. However, some
important issues inherited from [13] still have not yet been
addressed for the following reasons: First, recent k-TAA
schemes require an interactive zero-knowledge proof
between a verifier and a prover. As it is not a non-repudiation
authentication, the verifier can simulate a valid prove-verify
interaction. This indicates that accountability and trusted bill-
ing cannot be realized, and verification outsourcing cannot be
achieved. In fact, the threat from cloud’s forgery for service
logs are critical, and has been considered in some researches,
such as [3]. Second, the whole system can only undertake one
service/application in these schemes, which is not preferred
in practical service outsourcing systems. Third, the bounded
access attempts is realized due to a centralized verifier to
cache an authentication log, but how to apply it to a distrib-
uted system (e.g., fog computing) is still a big challenge.

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Attribute-Based Access Structure

In this paper, every user is associated with a set of attrib-
utes, specifying his/her characters in this system. For a cer-
tain service, to judge whether a user can access it is
according to an access structure. For instance, a structure
“Att1 ^ ðAtt2 _Att3Þ” can be accessed by users owning
attributes Att1 and Att2, or users with Att1 and Att3.

This paper follows [30] to express the access structure as
a linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS) format (M; r). In this for-
mat, M is an l� n matrix, and rðiÞ; i 2 ½1; l� is the attribute
that labels the ith row of M. Let I � ½1; l�, if and only if
frðiÞ : i 2 Ig is an attribute set that satisfies the access struc-
ture ðM; rÞ, there exist constants fvi 2 Zpgi2I such that:

X
i2I

viMij ¼ 1 if j ¼ 1;
0 otherwise:

�
(1)

Using the property of Eq. (1), we will provide a privacy-
preserving solution, and such solution enables a verifier to
verify that a user’s attribute set satisfies a required access
policy without leaking any more information on the user’s
attribute set.

3.2 Bilinear Pairings

Let G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of the
same prime order p. Let e : G� G! GT be a bilinear map
holding the following properties [31]:

1) Bilinearity. For all u; v 2 G and a; b 2 Zp, eðua; vbÞ ¼
eðu; vÞab.

2) Non-degeneracy. eðg; gÞ 6¼ 1GT
, where g 2 G.

3) Computability. There is an efficient algorithm to com-
pute eðu; vÞ for all u; v 2 G.

3.3 Merkle Hash Tree

Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) [32] is an effective authentication
mechanism, which was first introduced to efficiently and
securely prove that a set of elements are undamaged and
unaltered [33]. As shown in Fig. 1, the construction is a
binary tree, where the leaves are the hashes of authentic ele-
ment values, and for a non-leaf node a, its value is as

va ¼ HðvL; vR;NUMaÞ;

where vL and vR are the values of its left and right child
respectively, and NUMa is the number of its dominated leaf
nodes. We can see that NUMa ¼ NUML þ NUMR.

A prover in Fig. 1 submits R as a commitment and claims
that the element number is 8. A verifier checks the valida-
tion of fTK2;TK7g. Besides these two elements, other nodes
are required as the auxiliary information Vð2; 7Þ. We define
Vð�Þ as follows:

Definition 1 (Authentication Information Vðfiji 2
SindgÞ). It is a set of nodes of MHT generated as follows: 1)
First, for each node on the path of R to i 2 Sind, we collect its
sibling nodes in V; 2) If an element in V is through the path of
R to any i 2 Sind, then remove it.

To revisit Fig. 1 helps explain it more clearly. The red
nodes constitute the set Vð2; 7Þ. Also, the relevant NUMs are
also counted as V’s components.

Upon the reception of these responses, the verifier is not
only able to check the validation of TK2 and TK7, but also to
detect whether they are in the 2nd and 7th positions of the
commitment. In our detailed introduction later, we will
explain the mechanism more thoroughly.

3.4 Zero-Knowledge Proof

A zero-knowledge proof (ZKP) [34] is a cryptographic
method, by which, one party (as the prover) can prove to
another party (as the verifier) that a given statement is true,
without conveying any information apart from the fact that
the statement is indeed true. Formally, a ZKP should satisfy
three properties:

� Completeness: if the statement is true, the honest
verifier will be convinced of this fact by an honest
prover.

Fig. 1. Merkle Hash Tree Authentication of 8 TKs. (The checked ele-
ments are with the format TKi to echo later contexts).
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� Soundness: if the statement is false, no cheating
prover can convince the honest verifier that it is true,
except with some small probability.

� Zero-knowledge: no verifier learns anything other
than the fact that the statement is true. This is formal-
ized by showing that every verifier has some simula-
tor that, given only the statement to be proved (and
no access to the prover), can produce a transcript
that “looks like” a valid interaction.

This paper uses Eq. (2) to define a ZKP transcript.

ZKPffx1; . . . ; xng : fx1; . . . ; xng 2 Lg; (2)

where the variables fx1; . . . ; xng are the secret witnesses that
cannot be leaked, while L denotes their relationship in a cer-
tain statement. For instance, in a ZKP for Discrete logarithm
(ZKPfx : x 2 Lg), Lmeans that x is a logarithm of a comm-
ited public parameter.

4 SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Fig. 2, our system consists of several services
providers, a cloud server, fog nodes and users, and the
trusted parties to manage the security. Especially, two pari-
ties play the role of the system manager: a trusted third
party (TTP) and an attribute authority (AA). Their roles and
security assumptions are described in what follows.

4.1 Architecture

In this architecture, TTP initializes the whole system, pub-
lishes relevant parameters and deals with user registrations;
AA classifies the users by their attributes, and generates
secret keys for each user according to his/her attribute set.
In addition, TTP executes malicious user tracing if there is a
need. We allow TTP and AA to be a unified entity, but our
design also works for more practical situations.

The cloud server provides a strong service platform for
other entities. As the core component of this service para-
digm, the cloud server is responsible for the outsourced
services management, advertising, and allocation. Cloud is
assumed to get detailed information about the distribution
of fog nodes and their service characters so as to be easier to
make a feasible decision. Fogs are located at the edge of

networks, and offer real-time or location-based services for
mobile users.

The SPs publish services with bounded access times for
intended users according to users’ attribute sets. For each
outsourced service, the SP designates an access policy,
expressing who can receive benefits of the service and how
many times an authorized user can access this service.

The payment occurs between SPs and Cloud, and between
Cloud and Fogs, both of which follow the pay-as-you-use
style. It is worth noting that the user does not need to pay the
bill if his/her service access times have not exceeded SP’s
pre-defined value. Naturally, users can also receive benefits
of the services and personally pay for the exceeded access
times, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

4.2 Trust Model and Security Requirements

In our scheme, TTP and AA, as the core management enti-
ties, can be totally trusted. The TTP has the capability to
trace users, but it will not leak its secret parameters to others
to disclose honest users’ privacy. As a key generation entity,
AA can be trusted to issue user’s secret key according to
his/her attribute set strictly.

Cloud and fogs are semi-trusted, who concerns about their
reputations and financial benefits critically. On the one hand,
for their own reputation, cloud and fogs will provide clients
with their best service to attract more potential customers.
On the other hand, as rational parties, to enlarge the utility,
they will make some forgeries if it can only be detected with
negligible probabilities. In addition, their curiosity about
users’ privacy also brings in challenging security threat.

Unauthorized users are considered asmalicious oneswho
try to access the services with any feasible means. Hence, the
following security aspects are considered in this paper:

� Access Control. Only authorized users can success-
fully request services for limited times. Unautho-
rized service requests can be detected or traced.

� Privacy Preserving. An honest authentication should
leak no private information, including user’s identity
and attributes.

� Resist Fog’s Forgery. Fog’s malicious forgery cannot
succeed with non-negligible probability.

� Resist Cloud’s Forgery. Cloud’s malicious forgery can
be detected with a sufficiently high probability, such
that, the threat can be prevented due to cloud’s ratio-
nality [14].

5 THE PROPOSED SCHEME

This scheme generally consists of the following six phases:
initialization, user registration, service publishing, authentica-
tion, billing, and tracing. At the beginning of Construction
Description, we first present an overall idea of our system,
and then the detailed scheme will be introduced.

5.1 Overview

The two aspects of security requirements for SPs are: 1) only
their intended users can access the services, and 2) each
user’s access times should be constrained. In our scheme,
SP itself can determine the service’s access policy, which
not only determines who can receive benefits of the service,

Fig. 2. Service outsourcing system based on F2C architecture.
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but also limits how many times they can receive the service.
These two aspects are realized by the following ideas.

� To tell whether a user can access is by an attribute-
based access structure. A variant of attribute-based
signature [25], [35] is used to distinguish whether
the user’s attribute set satisfies the structure without
revealing other information on this set.

� Limited access is controlled with the idea of k-time
anonymous authentication [13]. In k-TAA, kmax is
defined as the maximal number of times an individ-
ual user can authenticate.

To access a service, user’s submitted request message
carries the authentication information, which is a combi-
nation of ABS and k-TAA, but with a non-interactive
manner. The fogs immediately verify the user (without
knowing user’s private information) and provide the rele-
vant service. Fogs can gain benefits for this service from
the cloud according to the service amount it provided,
which is calculated by its collected user’s authentication
messages.

A user tracing mechanism is needed since distributed
fogs play the role of verifiers. However, the verifiers do not
control the entire verification log. Thus, a tracing mecha-
nism helps punish users who use duplicated k on different
fogs.

Besides, to resist cloud’s forgery for its benefits, a sampling
method based on Merkle hash tree is used. With this method,
the SPs only undertake quite little communication and com-
putation cost to verify quite a large amount of the outsourced
service. The cloud will take unbearable risks or get negligible
benefits when faking its service amount, and thus our scheme
achieves security and efficiency simultaneously.

5.2 Initialization

To jointly manage and monitor the system, the TTP and AA
respectively conduct initial operations to setup some impor-
tant parameters. It is a two-step phase as follows:

5.2.1 TTP Setup

LetN be the size of system’s universe attribute set. Let G;GT

be two multiplicative groups with the same prime order p,
and e : G� G! GT be the bilinear map. Let H1 : ð0; 1Þ� !
Z�p andH2 : ð0; 1Þ� ! G� be two hash functions.

The TTP randomly selects five generators g; ĝ; h; ~g; ~h 2 G,
and N þ 1 different secrets di 2 Z�p; i 2 ½0; N�. Especially, d0
is the secret key for integrity protection. The public parame-
ter of TTP is as

fg; ĝ; h; ~g; ~h; h0 ¼ hd0 ; 8i 2 ½1; N� : hi ¼ hdi ; ĥi ¼ h1=dig:

5.2.2 Authority Setup

After obtaining TTP’s public parameters, the AA sets its
secret key ða; aÞ 2 Zp. To organize its managed attribute set
with at most n dimensions, AA publishes a table to associate
½1; N �with the attribute set as Table 1.

Despite Table 1, AA sets its public parameters as follows:

fga; 8i 2 ½1; N � : PKi ¼ ĥi
ag:

5.3 User Registration and Secret Key Generation

For a user to be registered (denoted as Uj), TTP first chooses
user’s key pair ðyj 2 Zp; Yj ¼ ĝyjÞ, and signs Y together with
user’s identity IDj as his/her certification. The format is as

certj ¼ fIDj; Yj; s ¼ H2ðIDjjjYjÞd0g:
Then, TTP securely sends yj and certj to the user, and

stores yj; IDj to its user list.
With certj,Uj turns toAA to request the secret key for his/

her attribute set (say Sj � ½1; n�). After verifying certj by
checking eðs; hÞ ¼? eðH2ðIDjjjYjÞ; h0Þ, AA selects a random
t 2 Z�p and generates his/her attribute associated key as

SKj ¼ fK ¼ ðYjgÞ
1

aþat; L1 ¼ gat; L2 ¼ hat;

8i 2 Sj : Ki ¼ ht
ig:

Additionally, yj is also set as part of the secret key.

5.4 Service Publishing with Policy Determination

To publish a service to the system, a service provider SP first
requests a unique identity IDser from the cloud. An access
policy is designed with the format as < ðM; rÞ; kmax > . In
this format, ðM; rÞ expresses who are authorized to receive
benefits of the service, as has been described in Section 3.1,
and kmax represents the service limitation for each autho-
rized user.

For a service with IDser, the task of its resource alloca-
tion, management, and advertising is outsourced to the
cloud. According to service’s specified property (e.g.,
latency, coverage, location preference, required facilities),
the cloud will choose a group of fog nodes to undertake the
actual service provision. All the selected fogs have the
knowledge of service’s access policy < ðM; rÞ; kmax > and
its identity.

5.5 User Authentication and Service Providing

Based on the access policy < ðM; rÞ; kmax > of a required
service, a user Uj should generate a credential to convince
the fog (with identity IDfog) that he/she has the privilege to
receive benefits of the service. The procedure is as follows:

First, an integer k is randomly selected, holding two con-
straints: 1) 1 � k � kmax; 2) it has not been used for IDser by
Uj. An authentication token is first generated as follows:

TK ¼ k; C ¼ eðg; gÞ 1
yþHðIDser jjkÞ

� �
:

Note that y is to replace yj in this phase for clarification.
If user’s attribute set satisfies ðM; rÞ, then constants vi,

for some i0s, exist, and Eq. (1) holds. Here, i 2 ½1; l� are inte-
gers, whose rðiÞ 2 Sj. As an extension to further preserve

TABLE 1
Public Attribute Table

Attribute Index Attribute Name

1 Att1
2 Att2
..
. ..

.

m Attm
> m Reserved
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user’s privacy, for those rðiÞ =2 Sj, we can set vi ¼ 0, and the
following equation still holds:

Xl

i¼1
viMij ¼ 1 if j ¼ 1;

0 otherwise:

�
(3)

It is worth noting that Kvi
rðiÞ ¼ 1 when vi is set to zero. Thus

a user can getKvi
rðiÞ without the knowledge ofKrðiÞ.

With this extension, user authentication (denoted as s) is
generated as shown in Fig. 3. Intuitively, s can be regarded
as a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof as follows:

ZKPfðy;K; L1; L2; 8i 2 ½1; l� : Kvi
rðiÞÞ :

eðK; gaL1Þ ¼ eðĝyg; gÞ
^eðh;L1Þ ¼ eðL2; gÞ
^C ¼ eðg; gÞ 1

yþHðIDser jjkÞÞ

^
Yl
i¼1

e K
vi
rðiÞ; ĥ

aMij

rðiÞ
� �

¼ eðL2; hÞ if j ¼ 1;

1 otherwise:

�
g

(4)

Especially, the last line follows the feature in Eq. (3). The
user submits ðTK; sÞ to fog node as his/her service request.
In the remaining, the pair ðTK; sÞ is denoted as AUTH.

Before providing service, the fog node first checks ðTK; sÞ
to verify whether this user has the privilege. At the beginning,
it checkswhether k 2 ½1; kmax� and looks up its caching data to
check whether there are no same TK: if not, the fog aborts
the request; otherwise, it computes ĉ ¼ H1ðIDfog;T1; . . . ; T5;
R1; . . . ; RnÞ and then validates the following equations:

T1 ¼? Bĉ
K~grnK ~hrmk ;

T2 ¼? B
	rmL1
K ~grb2 ~hrb1 ;

T3 ¼? eðAK; g
aAL1

Þĉeð~g; gaAL1
ÞrmK eðAK; ~gÞrmL1

� eð~g; ~gÞ	rb1 eðĝ; gÞry ;
T4 ¼? eðh;AL1

ÞĉeðAL2
; gÞ	ĉeðh; ~gÞrmL1 eð~g; gÞ	rmL2 ;

T5 ¼? C	ĉ�HðIDserjjkÞþryeðg; gÞĉ;

R1 ¼? eðAL2
; hÞ	ĉeð~g; hÞ	rmL2

Yl
i¼1

eðAĉ
i~g

rmi ; ĥ
aMi1
rðiÞ Þ;

Rj ¼?
Yl
i¼1

eðAĉ
i~g

rmi ; ĥ
aMij

rðiÞ Þ; 8j 2 ½2; n�:

(5)

If all the above equations hold, the authentication is suc-
cessfully completed and the fog provides the service. Other-
wise, it refuses the request. After the entire phase, the fog
caches ðTK; sÞ for payment request and further malicious
user detection.

5.6 Billing based on Verified Service Amount

Periodically, fogs will request payment from the cloud
according to their service amount, and then cloud demands
the payment from the SP. This paper does not take into
account the payment/amount contracts between them. We
mainly focus on developing mechanisms to resist the cheat-
ing behavior of those semi-trust entities. In what follows,
the interaction between fog and cloud and the interaction
between cloud and SP will be introduced.

5.6.1 Between Fog and Cloud

The fog uploads its cached AUTH to the cloud. Besides the
verification procedures that have been executed by the fogs
(as shown in Section 5.5), the cloud will make further check-
ing as follows:

1) Check all received TKs to see if there exist no dupli-
cated tuples ðk; CÞ.

2) Check s to see whether IDfog is the identity of the
certain fog node.

If either is not satisfied, the service cannot be counted.
Especially, if Case 1 does not hold, the cloud submits the
duplicated AUTH to TTP for user tracing, as to be described
in Section 5.7.

5.6.2 Between Cloud and SP

The biggest obstacle to realize a trusted payment between
cloud and SP is the constrained communication and compu-
tation capability of SPs. A trivial sampling method is not
nearly enough. Through our study, a constant-size commit-
ment should exist, withwhich the cloud can claim the service
number and existence of each service. Then, when SP wants
to verify a service of a certain index, the cloud cannot use a
substitute to slip through. In our scheme, merkle hash tree
works as this function.

For all collected AUTHs with one service, the cloud
extracts the TKs and organizes them into an MHT structure.
Assume that the root of MHT is R, with NUMR ¼ nc. For an
honest cloud, nc equals to the number of AUTHs (denoted

Fig. 3. User authentication for service at a fog node with IDfog.
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as nr). The cloud submits ðR; ncÞ to SP. Two sets cha2 �
cha1 � ½1; nc� is selected by SP and sent to the cloud.

The cloud responds the challenge by sending AUHTi;
8i 2 cha2; TKi; 8i 2 cha1 and auxiliary information Vðcha1Þ.

The verification of SP is as follows:

1) 8i 2 cha2, check the validation of AUTHi using the
procedure of Section 5.6.1;

2) Check whether there exist no duplicated TKs in cha1;
3) 8i 2 cha1, check whether TKi is in the ith position by

calling Algorithm 1.
If any of the above does not hold, the verification fails,

and SP can request a punishment on cloud for its falsifying.
Otherwise, SP pays the bill according to nc.

Note that cha1 and cha2 are arbitrarily determined,
whose sizes should be well determined with the tradeoff
between SP’s overhead and SP’s detection ratio. A quanti-
fied discussion is to be presented later in Section 7.3, and
we will further discuss in that section on, why the challeng-
ing sets are defined as cha2 � cha1.

5.7 Malicious User Tracing

We will not consider to trace users who repeatedly use the
same k for one service on the same fog, as these accesses
will be detected and rejected by the fog. However, when
duplicated k is used on different fogs, the users can get serv-
ices beyond the limitation kmax, and we should start this
phase to trace the user for punishment.

Upon receiving a tracing request from the cloud, TTP
checks these AUTHs for the following conditions: 1)
whether TKs are duplicated; 2) IDfog in these AUTHs are
different and s can be verified. If either does not hold, TTP
aborts this phase: Especially, the event that former condi-
tion does not hold indicates that, the repeated authentica-
tions happens in one fog node. It should be, and is easily
be detected and filtered by the fog, so as the latter condi-
tion. Otherwise, when both conditions hold, the tracing
phase goes on.

TTP traverses its user list and extracts yj of each user, and

computes Cyj ¼ eðg; gÞ
1

yjþHðIDserjjkÞ. If Cyj ¼ C in TK, this phase

is completed and j is outputted as the exposed user identity.

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS

6.1 Unauthorized User Filtering and Semi-Trust
Party Forgery Resist

We can make the semi-trust fogs filter out unauthorized
user mainly because of the soundness of zero knowledge
proof in Eq. (4) and replay attack resist against not only
malicious users but also the fogs. We will first analyze the
soundness of Fig. 3 and then prove the security against forg-
ery attack.

Soundness of Fig. 3. Corresponding to this authentication
phase, we can construct a simulator B, which can extract the
witnesses fy;K; L1; L2; fKvi

rðiÞg1�i�lg. Therefore, for any

user, his/her capability to complete the authentication task
is equivalent to mastering the knowledge of witnesses. A
more detailed proof can be referred to papers [4], [13].

Theorem 1. The proposed scheme is authenticated against unau-
thorized users based on its soundness.

Algorithm 1. Position Checking for i

Input: The index i; cha1; auxiliary information Vðcha1Þ
Output: TRUE or FALSE

1 Init. x1  0; x2  0;
2 foreach j 2 cha1 do
3 if j < i then
4 x1 þþ;
5 end
6 end
7 foreach j 2 Vðcha1Þ do
8 if j lies at the left of PATHðR$ iÞ then
9 x2  x2 þ NUMj;
10 end
11 end
12 return i ¼? xþx2 þ 1

Proof. Due to the soundness of this authentication, an
unauthorized user (either has unsatisfied attribute or has
exceeded the maximal attempts) cannot complete a legal
authentication message. This conclusion also works for
outsider adversaries due to his/her empty attribute set.

The adversary A who has eavesdropped other users’
authentication messages will be blocked if it tries to
execute a forgery: Assume that A obtained several
authentications, each of which contains the pair ðk; C ¼
eðg; gÞ 1

yþHðIDser jjkÞÞ. A new s with the same pair is not valid

according to the verification, and to change k without

modifying C is difficult due to collision resistance of the
hash function and Discrete Logarithm assumption in GT .

On the other hand, to change C means a new T5 (see

Fig. 3) and different ĉ. The soundness shows if this task

can be completed with a non-negligible advantage, then

the witnesses can be extracted.
Thus, forgery by replay attack will not be allowed in

our scheme. Furthermore, our further analysis also
works for the fog servers, which means semi-trust serv-
ers will not fake their service amount by this method.

It is worth noting that, the resist against semi-trust
party forgery is the base of trusted payment. Since the
non-reputation authentication let the fog and cloud
hardly forge a valid AUTH, every asserted service can be
trusted. tu

6.2 Privacy Preservation

This paper’s privacy issues take into account user’s identity
and attributes. Thus, this section shows that the fogs and
the cloud cannot learn any of these knowledges from the
authentication messages.

Referring to Fig. 3, we first see that except T1; . . . ; T5 and
Rj; 8j 2 ½1; n�, other elements in s leak no privacy. The rea-
son is intuitive, as every A� and B� is blinded by individual
noises, ĉ is output by a one-way function, and each r� is
blinded by individual g�. Thus, when obtaining these ele-
ments, together with TK, the verifier cannot get any knowl-
edge on the protected elements in Eq. (4).

In addition, the verification procedure Eq. (5) tells us
that: with the above elements, any user, without the private
information can simulate the authentication, and generates
T1; . . . ; T5 and Rj; 8j 2 ½1; n�. The entire s can be simulated,
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which means that the authentication message is zero knowl-
edge, and will not leak the private information.

The same feature also holds when a verifier has obtained
multiple valid s, which preserves unlinkability.

7 EXPERIMENTATION

7.1 Computational Complexity

We implement our schemes in C program with PBC library
0.5.14. All experiment results below were measured on a
standard 64-bit Fedora release 21 operation system with a
3.4 GHz Intel Core i3 processor. The measurements are per-
formed based on Type A curve and Type D159 (MNT159)
curve, and the average time on various operations are
shown in Table 2.

One can see from Table 2 that MNT159 based algorithm
costs about 3 times of Type A curve for the more expensive
operations (e.g., exponentiation on G and pairing). Our fur-
ther measurement is based on Type A, and a coarse analysis
of the scheme feasibility will also be given when implement-
ing stronger curves.

In the remaining of this section, we will first revisit the
authentication and verification phases to analyze a theoreti-
cal performance, and then give an intuitive measurement
and comparison on these phases. It should be noted that
these two measured phases affect the service experience
most in this system, as they bring response latency to users.
For other phases, the payment interaction between fogs and
cloud is beyond our scope, since they are similar to the veri-
fication phase; interaction between cloud and service pro-
viders are discussed in Section 7.3; and efficiency of user
tracing will be briefly discussed later in this section.

7.1.1 Revisit The Scheme for Performance

Optimization

Referring to [36], multi-exponentiation is defined as the for-

mat
Q

1�j�k g
ej
j . There exist efficient multi-exponentiation

algorithms to accelerate the computations (e.g., [37]
takes about 1.25 exponentiation time to compute a multi-
exponentiation).

Authentication.A careful study on Fig. 3 can help find that
AK;BK;AL1

; AL2
and all Ti’s can be generated beforehand

without knowing any knowledge of the access policy. Then,
the left online task is only fAigi2½1;l�; fRjgj2½1;n�, and all r�’s
based on ĉ.

According to Table 2, the cost of hash Hð�Þ can be
ignored, so as the addiction and multiplication operations
in Zq. Thus, we focus on whether there is optimization room
for generation all Ai’s and Rj’s.

� Ai ¼ K
vi
rðiÞ~g

mi . Without the knowledge of policy, the
user can still prepare ~gmi . Then it consumes one mul-
tiplication and exponentiation in G for each Ai if
vi 6¼ 0.

� Rj. It seems to take complex operations for Oðl� nÞ
times. However, when we rearrange the equations

as Rj ¼
Ql

i¼1 eð~g; ĥ
agmi

rðiÞ ÞMij , the pairing operations are
the same for every j. Hence, pairing operations are
linear to row number l. Also, eð~g; hÞ	gmL2 can be
prepared.

This phase can be further optimized, because every pair-
ing step for Rj can be computed without knowing the access
policy. This method can significantly save time, but expands
user’s storage if system’s universal attribute set size is large.
Thus, we measure both cases in our work. “Simple prepare”
is denoted as the method without further preparing Rj, and
“Deep prepare” represents the other approach.

Verification. In Eq. (5), each item is a multi-exponentiation
in either G or GT . The verification of Rj will have the same
property as in Authentication phase, since complex tasks do
not need to repeat at all.

As it is executed by fog/cloud, we can rely on more pow-
erful techniques to accelerate this phase, such as parallel
computing [16] and hardware accelerators (e.g., Intel’s
QuickAssist Technology). In this paper, we only discuss the
former method. Thus, the time consuming of verification
will become the longest time spent by individual equation
in Eq. (5) when equipped with sufficient cores. However, in
the follows, we will analyze the performance in two cases:
1) without using parallel computing method (1 core), and 2)
using parallel computing to accelerate the execution (3 cores
are deployed in our implementation).

7.1.2 Implementation

The access policy in our measurement is a 7� 5 matrix. The
minimal size of attribute set is 2 to satisfy this policy; the
maximal is 4. Fig. 4 shows the running time of authentica-
tion and verification phases.

For the same policy, authentication time is linear to the
required attribute number (about 1.4 ms for one more attri-
bute). Indeed, the complexity of the policy also affects the
performance: 1) Algorithm using simple prepare is affected

TABLE 2
Average Time Taken by Various Operations for the Two Curves

Operations
Type A MNT159

G GT G GT

Multiplication .007 < 0.001 .024 .004
Exponentiation 1.381 .115 3.594 .810
Pairing 0.779 2.784

Hð�Þ < 10	4 (based on SHA256)

All operations are measured in milliseconds.

Fig. 4. Time consumed in authentication and verification phases. (In
authentication, a deep prepare executes every eð~g; ĥrðiÞÞagmi beforehand,
without knowing the access result; In verification, multiple cores calcu-
late in parallel for different equations).
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by both of the row number and column number of the pol-
icy; and 2) time with deep prepare will only be affected by
the column number. Fig. 4a shows the execution time in
authentication versus diverse attributes, and Table 3 gives a
more detailed theoretical analysis.

The verification time is not affected by user’s actually
used attributes. From Fig. 4b, a 10-ms response time seems
good enough if equipped with only one core, and by
increasing acceptable number of paralleled cores makes it
more suitable for latency-sensitive service authentication.
The verification cost is mainly affected by the complexity of
access policy. However, as the complexity is difficult to
measure in our implementation, we only list the theoretical
analysis in Table 3.

From Fig. 4, we can find that, with multi-core (3-core)
verification technique, the computation cost totally occupies
the delay of around 8 ms (5 ms for authentication and 3 ms
for verification) with deeper preparing, or about 14 ms with
basic preparing (due to the longer authentication time). This
property helps create the performance advantage for the
proposed scheme in Section 7.2.

7.1.3 Computation Complexness for User Tracing

In our scheme, the taken time is increasing along with the
registered user number. Whereas, since it is an offline task
to penalize privilege abuse, it can tolerate a certain amount
of time to finish this job.

The test for each user in Section 5.7 takes only 0.115 ms.
For the worst case, to trace a malicious user in 1-million-
user system spends less than 2 minutes. It is a totally accept-
able overhead.

7.2 Latency Analysis

In this measurement, we analyze and compare the delay of
different schemes. The experiment setting is as follows. The
network is a real topology in our laboratory, with about 50
devices accessing the LAN simultaneously, as the back-
ground flow. The link between fog and user is a two-hop
one, one of which is Wi-Fi. In this setting, a round-trip time
between fog and user is 3.54 ms on average, with the jitter
of 8.16 ms, and round-trip time between a cloud server and
user is 36.12 ms, with the jitter of 8.89 ms.

We compare our work with the work of [4] (denoted as
Yuen2015) and a trivial service systemwith service providers’
participation (denoted as Basic). Taking into account both the
computation and transmission, the overall delay is as shown
in Table 4. Especially, the Basic approach judges user’s privi-
lege based on some information (e.g., user list) in SP’s cache
in plaintext-form, but the messages between SP and users are
protected against the cloud.

It is clear that in Table 4 the realization of authentication
at the edge and non-interactive proof significantly reduce
the access delay compared with Yuen2015’s Scheme [4]. In
detail, the centralized access control in [4] requires two
round-trip transmissions between cloud server and the user
terminal, which contributes the major latency. What is
more, authentication based on interaction cannot support
trusted payment, since the cloud can simulate valid authen-
tication messages itself without secret keys.

Also, compared with the Basic approach, our scheme
shows slightly better performance, even in terms of the
stronger curve (MNT159). This result shows that, even in
terms of other stronger curves (e.g., MNT224), the perfor-
mance disadvantage compared with the Basic approach can
be acceptable. It is worth noting that, besides the problem of
SP’s participation, it is another critical issue that this Basic
approach leaks user’s privacy to the SP. It may be easy to
repair the privacy problem, but its access delay will be even
worse than [4], due to longer transmission path and weaker
computation capability of SP.

7.3 Analysis on Payment Accounting for SP

In this section, we analyze SP’s burden to realize the trusted
payment between cloud and SP according to the mechanism
of Section 5.6.2.

Due to the property of MKT structure, it is indeed true
that the cloud cannot falsify when SP’s random challenge
“unluckily” hits any invalid leaf node of the asserted struc-
ture. However, due to the gap between SP’s limited resour-
ces and large amount of the services, the sample size of the
challenge cannot be too large, whereas, inadequate chal-
lenge enforces the cloud to forge the service amount for
undeserved benefits. Let us review Fig. 1 for instance.

Assume that only 7 valid service AUTHs (TK; s) are col-
lected in reality. To forge an 8-service amount, the cloud
constructs the MHT as Fig. 1, where one of the leaf nodes
(let it be the ith one) can be a copy of any of the rest
(denoted as jth). Then, when SP randomly samples two as a
challenge, cloud’s falsifying will not be detected unless the
sampled AUTHs are, by coincidence, the ith and jth. The
detection rate seems too low, and SP has a really high prob-
ability to pay for the nonexistent service. This section ana-
lyzes how many should be sampled at least, to ensure SP’s
rights.

7.3.1 Definition on Economic Model

Before the quantitative analysis on SP’s sampling amount,
we first define the economic model, including the penalty
contracts for cloud’s forgery, and what method the cloud
will follow to forge service amount.

TABLE 3
Theoretical Efficiency Analysis

pairing
exp multi-exp

G GT G GT

Authentication (simple) l i 0 0 n
Authentication (deep) 0 i 0 0 n
Verification l 0 0 2 nþ 3

Note: l and n are row and column numbers in access policy, respectively;
i represents user’s used attribute numbers.

TABLE 4
Performance Comparison in User Authentication

Scheme
Response Delay (ms)

Online SP Privacy
Type A MNT159

Proposed 11.754 28.2 Not Needed @
Yuen2015 80.354 96.8 Not Needed @
Basic 36.3 36.3 Required �

Delay with MNT159 is estimated based on the one with Type A according to
Table 2.
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Let nr and nc be the real and asserted service amount,
respectively. If the Billing step finds no falsifying behavior,
SP pays for nc services. Otherwise, a punishment is exe-
cuted on the cloud. A penalty contract includes that the
cloud will gain no payment from this interaction. Further-
more, reputation loss also prevents the cloud from over-
laden forgery. However, the reputation factor is difficult to
measure. For analysis clarity, this paper removes this part.
Such analysis is conservative, meaning that if the analysis
outputs a feasible configuration, the real system is secure,
since the cloud takes on more economic risks due to the
unconsidered reputation loss.

Then we describe cloud’s tactics for forging a nonexistent
service. The ideal way is presented in the third paragraph of
Section 7.3. When either of the ith and jth is sampled, the
cloud submits the jth AUTH.

We make nr > nc=2. Otherwise, SP sacrifices too much
unnecessary payment. Also, our following analysis shows
that the cloudwill not assert a too outrageous service amount.

It should be noted that, the cloud indeed has many forg-
ery behaviors: e.g., directly generating an invalid TK/
AUTH, or copying a valid TK which has already been cop-
ied more than once. However, under the sampling tactics to
be proposed, the cloud can win the largest probability to
escape from detection and largest utility, with our given
behavior. Thus, in the following analysis, we fix cloud’s
forgery tactic.

7.3.2 Quantitative Analysis

Due to our setting, there exist d ð¼ nc 	 nrÞ AUTHs whose
TKs are duplicated used in MKT. Let X i be the event that
the ith of them is not detected. Then a successful detection
is denoted as V, whose probability holds

PrðVÞ ¼ 1	 Prð�VÞ;
Prð�VÞ ¼ PrðX1Þ � PrðX2jX 1Þ . . . PrðXdjX1;2;...;d	1Þ

<
Yd
i¼1

PrðX iÞ ¼ PrðX 1Þd:
(6)

The inequality PrðX ij �X 1;...;i	1Þ < PrðX iÞ holds, because
when the previous i	 1 duplications are not detected, there
remainsmore samples, which decrease the probability ofX i.

In a payment interaction with sample amount m, the
probability of event X1 is as

PrðX 1Þ ¼ 1	 1	 nc 	m

nc

� �
1	 nc 	m	 1

nc 	 1

� �

¼ 1	 m2

n2
c 	 nc

;

(7)

which means that both of the copies are not selected in the
challenge. Referring to Eq. (6), we have

Prð�VÞ < 1	 m2

n2
c 	 nc

� �d

: (8)

Under our economic model, the cloud will not make a
falsifying tactics under which cloud’s utility is even lower
than an honest payment interaction. Thus, nc � Prð�VÞ > nr,
we can further get

1	 m2

n2
c 	 nc

� �d

>
nr

nc
ðm
 ncÞ

) 1	 m2

n2
c 	 nc

� �	n2c	nc
m2 d

<
nr

nc

� �	n2c	nc
m2

) m >

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
	n2

c 	 nc

nc 	 nr
ln
nr

nc

s
:

(9)

Fig. 5 depicts the required sample amount against
diverse real/asserted service amounts. The result looks
ideal since SP only needs a little cost to achieve detection
with sufficient accuracy. Fig. 6 analyzes it on another aspect:
when there are 20,000 real services, and the sample amount
is fixed, cloud’s utility is shown in the figure versus increas-
ing forgeries. The result shows cloud’s most rational tactics
is to honestly report its service amount when the challenge
contains 200 samples.

Note that, if there are fewer samples, the utility curves
increase alongside the forgery amount. This phenomena
occurs due to two deviations in our analysis: 1) Cloud’s rep-
utation loss is beyond our scope; 2) The inequality in Eq. (6)
makes our calculated utility expectation higher, especially
when the forgery amount increases. Calibration for these
two issues will prevent the cloud from submitting a outra-
geous forgery when executing adequate challenges.

Fig. 5. Required samples.
Fig. 6. Cloud’s utility (nr ¼ 20;000).
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Fig. 7 shows the required auxiliary information in MHT
structure with asserted service nc = 30,000. Each result is
measured in real sampling experiments for 10,000 times. An
auxiliary node is a hash value and is far smaller than AUTH
(e.g., 32 Bytes with SHA256). Thus a 250-sample payment
interaction needs only about 50-MB bandwidth for the aux-
iliary information.

It is worth noting the case when selfish cloud just forges
AUTH, whose TK is distinct to existent ones. In that case,
cloud has to generate invalid s for each AUTH, and the
probability formulation versus sample amount is as

Prð�VÞ ¼ Cm0
nr

Cm0
nc

; (10)

which only needs far smaller samples than Eq. (8) to achieve
the same detection ratio. This is the reason why the chosen
challenging set cha2 can be smaller than cha1 in Section 5.6.2.
Let the size of cha2 be m0 ¼ 80 in the former measurement,
and the communication overhead in the interaction is about
100 MB (Using Type A curve), half of which is for the auxil-
iary information, which is an acceptable cost for SP.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new privacy-preserving
authentication scheme for outsourced service in fog-to-
cloud architecture. We allow every service provider to
autonomously determine the access policy for its published
service, including that who can receive the benefits of the
service and how many times he/she is permitted to receive
benefits from the service. The authentication messages can
be further used as the credential of the trusted payment in
pay-as-you-use billing model. With the implementation of
merkle hash tree, service providers only take little commu-
nication and computation burden to prevent the cloud/fog
from forging service amount for additional profits. The
security proof and experimental measurements indicate
that our scheme can realize the security and performance
requirements as we expected, and the advantages are signif-
icant compared with related works.

Thus, authentication outsourcing brings great benefits to
the system, and is worthwhile to be researched further.
Regarding future work, we plan to design functionalities

facedwith diverse scenarios for outsourced latency-sensitive
services.
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